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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a non-profit organization supported
by the government of Israel and the private sector, facilitates business ties, joint ventures
and strategic alliances between overseas and Israeli companies. Charged with promoting
Israel’s business community in foreign markets, it provides comprehensive, professional trade
information, advice, contacts and promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore, the
IEICI provides complementary services to business people, commercial groups, and business
delegations from across the globe: IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with the
prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects the foreign players, according to their
field of interest.

Cyber Security Unit
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute’s (IEICI) Cyber Security Unit represents
more than 300 Israeli companies in the cyber security field, and works to maximize the
effectiveness of their business engagements with foreign counterparts, as well as in foreign
markets. The unit exposes Israeli capabilities and innovative cyber security solutions to potential
foreign clients and partners, either as stand-alone solutions or as an overarching tailor-made
suite of solutions, accommodating their specific short and long term needs. To that end, the unit,
which plays a key role in the Israeli ecosystem and is well-acquainted with the needs of the local
cyber industry, holds the most comprehensive and up-to-date database of Israeli-based cyber
security companies. The unit is a joint venture of IEICI and its major governmental partners, the
Foreign Administration at the Ministry of Economy and the Israel National Cyber Directorate in
the Prime Minister’s Office, leveraging their expertise and national assets in order to achieve
the unit’s and the industry’s objectives.
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Ms. Yaara Sabzerou
Manager
Cyber Security Unit
M +972 50 8228357
yaaras@export.gov.il
www.israelatblackhat.com
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The Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry manages
and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy by promoting trade and exports,
initiating and maintaining trade agreements, attracting and facilitating foreign investments and
creating strategic cooperation with foreign companies. Through our headquarters in Jerusalem
together with over 40 economic and trade missions in key financial centers throughout the
world, the FTA promotes Israel’s economy worldwide.

Ms. Sharon Eshaghian
Director of Business Development
Government of Israel Economic
Mission to the West Coast
M +1 323 6587924
Sharon.Eshaghian@israeltrade.gov.il

Israel’s economic and trade missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s efforts to
boost our industries in foreign markets. Our team of highly experienced economic representatives
and business consultants provide a wide range of services to Israeli companies and to the
international business community.

Schedule your meetings today!
For pre-arranged B2B meetings
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Israel National Cyber Directorate
Israel National Cyber Directorate (INCD) in the Prime Minister’s Office serves as the Prime
Minister’s and Government’s staff, which devises national cyber defense policy, promotes its
implementation and provides recommendation on cyber-related matters.
The INCD is responsible to create and improve national cyber security capacities and capabilities
in order to overcome challenges emanating from cyberspace.
The INCD strives to advance Israel’s leading posture as a global powerhouse for cyber securityrelated research and development, by investing dedicated resources in the Israeli academy,
human capital and cyber security industry.

Mr. Roi Yarom
Policy Planning
National Cyber Directorate
Israel's Prime Minister's Office
M +972 52 838 9523
RoiYa@cyber.gov.il
www.pmo.gov.il

The INCD enhances the cooperation and synergy between the private sector, the government
and international partners, in order to create a unique and dominant cyber security ecosystem
in Israel.
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BigID

ACID Technologies

www.acid-tech.com

• Intelligence
• Incident management - SIEM /SOC

Your lookout for cyber threats
ACID Technologies was established to meet the urgent need for threat detection
system that would alert users to threat when they first emerge in real-time.
ACID implements a proactive approach to cyber security: it provides a
supplementary layer of protection by initiating widespread searches to detect
potential threats and risks long before actual attacks commence, as opposed to
responding to hostile action once it takes place, after damage has been done.

Solution at a Glance
ACID Intelligence - Real-time Cyber Intelligence platform based on dedicated
robots that automatically monitors 24/7 all the hackers zones such as:
darknet, deep web, IRC channels, web chats, WhatsApp groups, telegram groups
etc. providing tailored intelligence for all your needs.
ACID DIP - Real-time Digital Identity Protection platform that monitor all digital
footprint of the organization for signs of tampering: Website defacement &
availability, imposters apps in all app stores globally, social media (FB, Twitter,
LinkedIn etc.) profile monitoring and imposter pages, DNS pharming, Near
Identical domains & Phishing.

www.bigid.com

• Data protection, encryption & recovery
• Risk & compliance (GRC)
• Forensic and analytics

BigID redefines how enterprises find, analyze and de-Risks
Identity data for today’s personal information protection,
privacy and data governance problems
BigID aims to transform how enterprise protect and manage the privacy of
personal data. Organizations are facing record breaches of personal information
and proliferating global privacy regulations like the EU GDPR with fines reaching
4% of annual revenue.
Today enterprises lack dedicated purpose built technology to help them track
and govern their customer data at scale. By bringing data science to data
privacy, BigID aims to give enterprises the software to safeguard and steward
the most important asset organizations manage: their customer data.
BigID has offices in the US and Israel and is founded by security industry
veterans spanning the identity, data security, big data and governance markets.

Solution at a Glance
BigID discovers and inventory PI across structured, unstructured, and big data.
It monitors how the PI is accessed to automate data flow mapping and lineage,
analyzes risk associated with the data to do data minimization, and provides
collaboration and reporting capabilities needed to comply with data and privacy
regulations.
BigID unique identity centric approach allows it to achieve capabilities imperative
for compliance with the GDPR such as operationalizing the right to be forgotten,
Investigate data breach, and Discover contextual PI.
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BitDam

Cognigo

www.bitdam.com

• Cloud security
• Perimeter, APT security & end point protection

BitDam proactive email protection secures against advanced
content-borne attacks
BitDam is a content cyber security technology company. Our proactive email
protection secures enterprise communication channels against advanced
content-borne attacks, pre-delivery.
BitDam stops hardware and logical exploits, N-day and zero day threats
embedded in URL’s or attachments, preventing known and unknown targeted
attacks. We make enterprise communications safe to click.

Solution at a Glance
BitDam cloud-based content security service delivers deep application learning
and alien code detection ensuring the highest detection rates. Seamless, fast
on-boarding, fully integrated with O365.

www.cognigo.com

•
•
•
•
•

Data protection, encryption & recovery
Intelligence
Risk & compliance (GRC)
Perimeter & APT security & end point protection
Forensic & analytics

Maximize Data Protection & GDPR through Cognitive Computing
Cognigo helps to achieve data protection and GDPR compliance in days, not
months - through cognitive computing.
We understand that a risk to data is a risk to the business. That is the reason
that when it comes to critical data assets – our customers call us first. We
proudly manage and protect mission critical data assets and records of millions
of individuals worldwide, making sure that their sensitive information will not
fall into the wrong hands.

Solution at a Glance
Cognigo's DataSense is a single point of control to manage and secure
critical data assets and PIIs. Through advanced machine learning algorithms,
DataSense is able to understand and classify data, enforce compliance and
security policies and to orchestrate other data security platforms. We proudly
help leading companies worldwide to successfully achieve better data security
and compliance.
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Cyberbit

Cyber SecBI

www.secbi.com

• Incident management - SIEM /SOC
• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection
• Forensic & analytics

SecBI uncovers suspicious incidents’ full scope for fast
remediation.
SecBI offers network traffic analysis based on unsupervised machine learning to
detect complex and stealthy threats. Our Autonomous Investigation™ uncovers
the full scope of incidents including all the affected entities as well as infection
points, enabling fast and complete remediation. Deployable on-premise or in
the cloud, SecBI delivers immediate protection.

Solution at a Glance
SecBI has developed a revolutionary approach to network traffic analysis (NTA)
to deliver automated threat detection and investigation for security operations
centers (SOCs) and managed security service providers (MSSPs).

www.cyberbit.com

•
•
•
•

Incident management - SIEM /SOC
Training & consultant
Secure ICS & OT
Perimeter & APT security & end point protection

Cyberbit is the world-leading provider of cyber ranges for
cybersecurity training and simulation
Cyberbit is the world-leading provider of cyber ranges for cybersecurity
training and simulation. Cyberbit is also the first to provide a consolidated
threat detection and response platform that includes: security automation,
orchestration and response (SOAR), ICS/SCADA security (OT security), and
endpoint detection and response (EDR) powered by behavioral analysis. This
unique platform provides consolidated detection and response protecting
an organization’s entire attack surface across IT, OT and IoT networks. Since
founded in mid-2015 Cyberbit’s products are rapidly adopted by enterprises,
governments, higher education institutions and MSSPs. Cyberbit’s investors
include Elbit Systems (NASDAQ: ESLT) and Claridge Israel. Cyberbit has offices
in Israel, the US, Europe, and Asia.

Solution at a Glance
• SOC 3D - Security Automation, Orchestration, and Response (SOAR)
• SCADAShield - ICS/SCADA (OT) Security
• Cyberbit Range - Cyber Simulation and Training Platform
• Cyberbit EDR - Endpoint Detection and Response
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Cymmetria

GuardiCore

www.cymmetria.com

• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection
• Forensic & analytics

Cybersecurity company using deception technology to give
defenders the upper hand

www.guardicore.com

* Participating only in the Arizona Event
• Cloud security
• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection
• Forensic & analytics

Cymmetria is a company offering a pioneering cyber deception solution, based
on breadcrumbs and decoys that lead attackers away from valuable targets.
Cymmetria’s deception products give organizations the ability to detect lateral
movement inside the perimeter, automate incident response, and mitigate
attacks, and the company also offers deception as a service. Founded in
2014 by security expert Gadi Evron, Cymmetria is changing the asymmetry of
cybersecurity, tilting the traditional security odds so that hackers are the ones
left vulnerable.

Micro segmentation and breach detection in any data center /
cloud

Solution at a Glance

Solution at a Glance

Cymmetria's MazeRunner and ActiveSOC let organizations hunt attackers
who are making lateral movement inside the perimeter. MazeRunner lets
organizations build effective deception stories, while ActiveSOC automates
hunting and IR.

L7 Visibility & Micro segmentation, coupled with breach detection and response
in hybrid clouds and data centers, supporting any infrastructure, including onperm bare metal servers, VMware, Containers and public clouds.

Index by Company

GuardiCore is the only security solution that provides a single, scalable
platform that covers critical capabilities for effective data center security: flow
visualization, micro-segmentation, multi-method breach detection, automated
analysis and response. Enterprises can thwart sophisticated attacks within the
data center and potentially save millions in damages and losses.
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Intezer

IntSights Cyber Intelligence

www.intezer.com

• Incident management - SIEM /SOC
• Risk & compliance (GRC)
• Forensic & analytics

The future of malware analysis and detection
Intezer is replicating the concepts of the biological immune system into cyber
security, offering enterprises unparalleled threat detection and accelerates
incident response.
Intezer provides a fast, in-depth understanding of any file by mapping its code
DNA at the ‘gene’ level -- offering the most advanced level of malware detection
and analysis. By identifying the origins of every piece of code, Intezer is able
to detect code reuse from known malware, as well as code that was seen in
trusted applications.
Intezer was founded by experienced cyber security professionals, including the
founder of CyberArk and the former head of IDF Incident Response Team.

Solution at a Glance

www.intsights.com

• Intelligence
• Risk & compliance (GRC)

Turning Tailored Intelligence into Automated Security Action
Our founders are veterans of elite military cyber-security and intelligence units,
where they acquired a deep understanding of how hackers think, collaborate
and act. IntSights' ground-breaking data-mining algorithms and unique machine
learning capabilities continuously monitor an enterprise’s’ external digital
profile across the surface, deep and dark web, categorize and analyze tens of
thousands of threats, and automate the risk remediation lifecycle — streamlining
workflows, maximizing resources and securing business operations.

Solution at a Glance
Only IntSights' continuously monitors and analyzes your organization's domains,
IP addresses, DLP indicators, mobile applications, social media pages, secret
projects, technologies in use, BINs, VIP names and emails to identify, validate
and remediate threats to your organization.

Intezer provides a fast, in-depth understanding of any file by mapping its code
DNA at the ‘gene’ level -- offering the most advanced level of malware detection
and analysis that other solutions simply cannot match. By identifying the origins
of every piece of code, Intezer is able to detect code reuse from known malware,
as well as code that was seen in trusted applications. This allows Intezer to
uncover the true nature of any unknown file to detect the most sophisticated
threats and significantly accelerate incident response.
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L7 Defense

Luminate Security

www.l7defense.com

www.luminate.io

• Cloud security
• web & application security

• Cloud security
• web & application security

AI defense from Cyber attacks driven by AI

Luminate enables security and IT teams to create Zero Trust
Application Access architecture, without the traditional VPN
appliances

L7 Defense is a Cyber security company, located in the cyber security area, Beer
Sheva, Israel. It was founded in 2015, by an experienced team of entrepreneurs,
with deep knowledge and experience in marketing & sales, in enterprise
architecture and the cyber security domain, as well as solid scientific
background. L7 Defense DDoS mitigation Ammune™ platform is recognized
among the most promising DDoS mitigation platforms by the CIOReview
magazine. The company was also recognized as a Key innovator company by
MarketsandMarkets.

Solution at a Glance
L7Defense has developed a next-Gen AI platform named Ammune™ that actively
protects, automatically and autonomously, from automated cyber-attacks in
real time and with a very high accuracy.
Ammune™ is made of state of the art algorithm, inspired by the "innate" immune
model. It does not require any prior knowledge of the attack method or any of
its parameters and hence can cope automatically with unknown advanced DDoS
attacks vectors in low as well as in high traffic scale.

Index by Company

Luminate enables security and IT teams to create Zero Trust Application Access
architecture without the traditional VPN appliances. Its Secure Access Cloud
™ securely connects any user from any device, anywhere in the world to a
requested corporate application, on-premises and in the cloud, while all other
corporate resources are cloaked, without granting access to the entire network.
This prevents any lateral movements to other network resources and eliminates
the risk of network-based attacks.

Solution at a Glance
Luminate Secure Access Cloud™ is agentless, it is deployed in less than 5
minutes and, once in place, it provides both full visibility of users’ actions
when accessing corporate resources, as well as real-time governance of these
resources.
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Minerva Labs

Nyotron

www.minerva-labs.com

www.nyotron.com

• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection

• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection

Block attacks that evade existing defenses

Nyotron is an innovative cybersecurity company strengthening
endpoint protection

Minerva is an innovative endpoint security solution provider that protects
enterprises from today’s stealthiest attacks – those designed to evade existing
defenses. Without relying on signatures, models or behavioral patterns,
Minerva’s solution deceives the malware and causes it to disarm itself, thwarting
it before the need to engage costly security resources.

Solution at a Glance
Minerva’s Anti-Evasion Platform strengthens endpoint defense to prevent all
types of evasive malware, including AV or sandbox bypass, fileless attacks,
PowerShell abuse, ransomware, malicious cryptomining and more.

Index by Company

Nyotron provides last line of defense for laptops, desktop and servers. Our
Operating System Behavior Whitelisting technology seamlessly complements
existing endpoint protection stack and prevents damage from even the most
advanced malware in real-time. Nyotron is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA
with an R&D office in Israel.

Solution at a Glance
Nyotron’s PARANOID understands all the normative ways that may lead to
damage: file deletion, data exfiltration, and encryption. Focusing on finite “good”
actions allows PARANOID to stop the damage in real-time.
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Pcysys

Secret Double Octopus

www.pcysys.com

•
•
•
•
•

Cloud security
Intelligence
Incident management - SIEM /SOC
Web & application security
Risk & compliance (GRC)

The Automated Penetration Testing Platform - continuous &
consistent
Pcysys delivers an automated Penetration-Testing platform that assesses and
reduces corporate cyber security risks. By applying the Hacker’s perspective,
our software identifies, analyzes and remediates cyber defense vulnerabilities.
Security officers and service providers around the world use Pcysys to perform
continuous machine-based penetration tests and improve their immunity
against cyber attacks across their organizational networks.

Solution at a Glance
Pcysys Automated, Continuous Pentesting Platform, automated what is thought
today as a manual service. The platform focuses on infrastructure pentesting,
assuming the hacker is already "in the house". It is agentless and conducts real
ethical-harmless exploits, to deliver prioritized cost-effective vulnerabilities,
based on real pentest attack achievements.
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www.doubleoctopus.com

• Identity management & fraud
• web & application security

Pioneering a password-free high-assurance authentication for
the enterprises
Secret Double Octopus offers high-assurance authentication to enable the
password-free workplace. Its high-assurance authentication solutions are built
on provably unbreakable cryptography that is highly resistant to attack and
provides superior user experience. Secret Double Octopus is a Gartner Cool
Vendor, Business Insider ‘Startup that will boom in 2018’ and PwC game-changer
for Global Financial Services Innovation.

Solution at a Glance
Octopus Authenticator is an award-winning phone-as-a-token authentication
solution unique in its key-less security. Among other capabilities, Secret Double
Octopus offers the industry’s only high assurance, password-free authentication
solution for Active Directory domains.
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Unbound Tech

Silverfort

www.silverfort.io

•
•
•
•

Cloud security
Mobile & IoT
Identity management & fraud
Secure ICS & OT

Silverfort Protects Your Unprotectable Assets
Silverfort delivers strong authentication across entire corporate networks,
cloud and OT environments, without any modifications to endpoints and
servers. Using patent-pending technology, Silverfort enables adaptive multifactor authentication for all sensitive users, devices and resources, including
systems that don’t support it today, such as IoT devices, critical infrastructure,
file systems and more.

Solution at a Glance
Silverfort enables adaptive multi-factor authentication for every user, device
and asset, across all environments. Seamlessly deployed, without any software
agents or inline gateways, Silverfort protects corporate identities, prevents
data breaches and addresses compliance regulations.

Index by Company

www.unboundtech.com

• Data protection & encryption & recovery
• Cloud security
• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection

Unbound protects and manages crypto keys (and other secrets)
with hardware-level security through a software-only solution
Unbound, the world leader in software defined cryptography, delivers a puresoftware solution that frees security and privacy from physical constraints so
it can align with the new digital reality.
Some of the world’s most successful Fortune 500 enterprises with the highest
security and privacy requirements rely on Unbound to enable the delivery of
previously out-of-reach digital products and services with unprecedented speed
and scale.

Solution at a Glance
Unbound provides the only pure software HSM and key management system
that delivers hardware-level security guarantees on every device: from servers
in the cloud/data center, containers and endpoint devices including laptop,
mobile and IoT.
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Waterfall Security Solutions

XM Cyber

www.waterfall-security.com

• Secure ICS & OT

Protecting Critical Networks Since 2007
Waterfall Security Solutions is the global leader in industrial cybersecurity
technology. Waterfall products, based on innovative unidirectional security
gateway technology, represent an evolutionary alternative to firewalls. The
company’s expanding array of customers includes national infrastructures,
power plants, rails, nuclear plants, onshore and offshore oil and gas facilities,
refineries, manufacturing plants, utility companies, and many more.

Solution at a Glance
Waterfall's Unidirectional Security Gateways create an impassable, physical
barrier that eliminates the possibility of external online attacks reaching
industrial control systems.
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www.xmcyber.com

• Risk & compliance (GRC)
• Perimeter & APT security & end point protection

Defense by Offense - First Fully Automated Purple Team
XM Cyber was founded by top executives from the Israeli cyber intelligence
community and employs an elite team of cyber offense and defense veterans
with decades of real-world experience. The company has offices in the US,
Israel and in Australia.

Solution at a Glance
XM Cyber provides the first fully automated APT simulation platform to
continuously expose attack vectors and prioritize remediation. It operates as
an automated purple team, combining red and blue teams’ processes.
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ZecOps

www.zecops.com

•
•
•
•
•

Cloud security
Intelligence
Mobile & IoT
Incident management - SIEM /SOC
Forensic & analytics

Automated Security Operations. ZecOps automate Threat Analysis and Incident Response
Founded in July 2017 by Zuk Avraham, world-renowned security researcher and the Founder/Chairman of Zimperium. With
offices in San Francisco and Tel Aviv, and customers from the financial, tech and telecom markets. ZecOps automation
enable junior analysts or even IT to act as security experts

Solution at a Glance
ZecOps learn from the attackers smallest mistakes with the goal of discovering the entire campaign of the threat actors
in order to fully disinfect the organization.
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